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Homeowners will discover that Leviton’s home automation system is affordable,
convenient and easy to use. These products are controlled either by using an automation
controller, smartphone or tablet. Pressing one button controls dimmers and switches that
instantly turn on lights and adjust room temperature. Home automation simplifies the
adjustment of window blinds and the operation of other household devices. Audio and
visual device controls provide instant entertainment to today’s budget conscience family.
Leviton’s product line is an intelligent choice for today’s homeowner interested in the
latest affordable technology that will add convenience and simplicity to a modern
lifestyle at home.
Homeowners have many choices when it comes to the selection of automaton products
that improve the quality of life in the home. These automated solutions save energy, time
and money. Each member of the family can use a distributed audio system to stream their
favorite music to any room of the home. It is possible to adapt a lighting system tailored
to individual needs for more or less light. Leviton automation products help homeowners
manage energy consumption and give them the capability to monitor and adjust
thermostat settings. Room temperature settings are comfortable when they are at home.
Residents have the ability to lower thermostat settings while away. They will save money
on monthly energy bills. Homeowners may use a smartphone, tablet or another Leviton
automation product to control security, lighting, energy management and entertainment in
their homes.
Wireless automation provides many home benefits that would not otherwise be
possible. Pushing one button on a controller, smartphone or tablet turns on indoor and
outdoor lighting. Home automation controllers, smartphones or tablets operate home
electronics and household appliances. An attractive scene controller customizes preset
scenes that adjust lighting, room control and shade control in kitchens, living rooms,
bedrooms, hallways and bathrooms. When residents leave home for an extended period,
Leviton’s automation products provide many ways of creating a lived in look. A
controller turns on entry lights or remotely controls landscape lighting. Leviton products
are a smart choice for quality living at an affordable price in any home.

